
soloFLEX

Fast delivery Containment Solution

The rapid solution for bench top operations needing safe containment  
of powders, aerosols or harmful agents.
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soloFLEX provides equivalent containment to a hard shell isolator in a flat 
pack self assembly format that can be built and operating in less than an 
hour. soloFLEX provides high standards of respiratory and dermal protection 
from the agents being used. 

How does soloFLEX work?
  
Most soloFLEX systems are set up with three zones to assure 
containment of the materials you intend to handle. 

The first zone is the Entry Airlock. This is a double zipper  
ante-chamber that permits clean items, containers and cleaning 
materials to be added. The double doors permit the inbound 
items to be reached from the Product Handling Chamber 
(PHC) using a decontaminated glove. 

Material pulled into the PHC can be processed according to 
your operations. To exit materials from the PHC the isolator is 
supplied with an Exit Bag Liner.

The Exit Bag Liner permits items that may still have slight 
surface contamination to exit the PHC with no loss of 
containment and no air escape.

For Anerobic applications the soloFLEX can be supplied as a 
single Nitrogen or Argon inerted chamber that may be vented 
or simply maintained as an inflated enclosure.

Entry Airlock

Product Handling Chamber (PHC)

Exit Bag Liner
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soloFLEX isolators are manufactured with safety in mind from a range of 
anti-static flexible films that meet regulatory requirements.

Isolator body
Tough Polyurethane (PU) film flexible but strong  

Viewing panels
Sleden Crystal PVC film giving maximum optical clarity

Access Zips
Fully welded, airtight, strong and durable
 
Support tabs
Low function textured PU, allowing isolator movement on 
the frame 

soloFLEX Glove sleeves
From frosted anti-stat PU minimises ‘sticking’ to clothing 
for ease of use

soloFLEX Frame
Choose from lightweight aluminium frame or polished 
stainless steel for GMP optical applications

All soloFLEX isolators are supplied with 3 utility sleeves to 
permit gas lines, data cables or power feed into the PHC 
 
Rapid Assembly Frame
The soloFLEX is supplied complete with an epoxy coated 
aluminium frame, or a polished stainless steel frame for GMP 
critical applications.

 

 

 

Easy fix press 
stud frame 
attachment

Certified H14 
HEPA filters

Easy seal utility 
sleeves



Most soloFLEX isolators operate with a simple negative pressure airflow 
system that provides added assurance that agents handled in the PHC 
cannot escape if a tear or glove split occurs.

The airflow system is designed to create a 0.5M/Sec capture 
velocity across a fully open glove cuff. This velocity is proven in 
preventing particulate escape from any isolation system. 
 

All soloFLEX isolators are inflation tested to 330pa pressure to 
assure the enclosure is gas tight.

Gas inerted soloFLEX isolators can be supplied with a complete 
gas aspiration package, including: 

Gas inlet PALL filter
Flow regulator
Variable volume exhaust fan for pressure balance

The client is responsible for all gas pressure regulation and 
operating safety standards.
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Air Inlet

Entry airlock Product Handling Chamber Bag-Out Port

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Standard Options and Accessories.
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Set-up zipper for easy 
equipment loading

Push-Push rapid safe 
change glove cuffs

Wash nozzle and flow 
control valve

Vibration free Venturi 
Ejector system

Granite base block / PVC 
base tray

Variable speed fan 
system (4 versions)

Polished stainless steel 
frame

H14 (99.997% efficiency) 
HEPA filters

Particle Free 
Exhaust
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What are the benefits of soloFLEX?

Fast delivery timings

Rapid set up

Proven performance

soloFLEX can be shipped flat pack to your facility and may be set up by in house 
technicians. Alternatively we offer a full service option that includes:

Site assembly and set up
Operator training for potent compound handling
HEPA filter and air flow validation
IQ / OQ
Material certification for regulatory compliance

Wide range of options and 
accessories

Cost effective

www.solocontainment.com 
+44(0)1625 344014   |   sales@solocontainment.com
 

Solo Containment Limited, Unit 6 Rupert Park, Poynton, Cheshire, SK121PQ

solocontainment

Certificate Number. 10507
ISO 9001:2008

DISCLAIMER:
Whilst every effort has been made to ensure the technical details are correct Solo Containment reserve the right to change designs and 
dimensions from time to time. All dimensions will be confirmed at time of ordering. Containment performance will be dependent on the 
containment device being used with the correct work procedures. Contact your own EHS specialist for advice. 



Tell us what you need.

Containment Target for soloFLEX applicaton

Occupational exposure limit for material 
to be handled 

Define mass of powder to be handled 
within the soloFLEX isolator during 

normal operation

List any solvents to be used in  
the enclosure

Operation to be contained

Please detail operational steps  
involving hazardous materials, transfers 

into and exit from isolator 

Equipment to be housed within isolator

Balance, Make/Model

Number of electrical power  
supplies needed

Equipment 
dimensions

W (mm)

Material drums/containers

Largest drum/container size to  
enter isolator

Height (mm) Diameter (mm)
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gr/Kg

  g/M3

H (mm) L (mm)

1

2

3

4

Inert Environment5

Is inert environment needed? Typical purge time

Yes / No
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Please choose your preferred soloFlex size6

Exhaust Fan and HEPA filtration system7

Exhaust fan system required?

Yes / No

Please choose your preferred options to be itemised on quotation 8

Stainless steel 
frame

Additional utility 
sleeves

Granite base tray PVC base tray

Wash lance Safe change glove 
cuffs

Set-up zip in front 
panel

Additional airlock

Additional glove 
ports FAT

Site set-up and 
commissioning

Validation:
IQ/OQ

Your contact details9

Name

Company

Telephone Number

Email Address

Upon completion of this form please save it to your desktop then email it to sales@solocontainment.com and one of our 
team will be in touch shortly.

2 Glove PHC 3 Glove PHC 4 Glove PHC

left side Airlock
+2 Glove PHC

left side Airlock
+3 Glove PHC

left side Airlock
+4 Glove PHC

right side Airlock
+2 Glove PHC

right side Airlock
+3 Glove PHC

right side Airlock
+4 Glove PHC

double Airlock
+2 Glove PHC

double Airlock
+3 Glove PHC

double Airlock
+4 Glove PHC



Flexible Containment FAQs

What are the advantages of Flexible 
Containment over conventional systems?

Reduced cost of ownership 
   
Reduced delivery timings 

Elimination of cleaning procedures, cleaning 
validation

 

Will a flexible containment system deliver 
the same containment standards?

Yes. Providing a flexible containment system is 
operated in accordance with the developed SOP’s the 
performance will equal a hard shell isolator.

 
What are the ergonomic advantages of a 
flexible film containment system?

Because of the flexibility of the containment envelope 
the soloFLEX is extremely user friendly.

 
What is the operating life cycle of a flexible 
film containment system?

Some flexible film containment systems can operate 
for several years. Often in laboratory applications 
where batch to batch cross contamination is not an 
issue, although flexible containment systems are 
designed for short life cycle – manufacture batch 
specific operations. At Solo Containment longevity is 
part of our build specification.

 
How do the costs of ownership compere 
between flexible and hard shell?

A typical “glove bag” flexible containment system 
represents a low percentage of the cost of a hard shell 
isolator.

 
Can my flexible containment system be 
changed after installation if my process 
changes?

Yes. One of the great advantages of flexible film 
containment technology is that new enclosures can 
be supplied to suit changing process needs with 
reasonable price variations.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Can flexible film containment dissipate  
static charge?

At Solo all of our films for powder contact are FDA 
compliant – permanent anti static grade.  Test samples 
can be provided.

 
Can flexible containment systems handle 
solvent contact?

For solvent applications we provide compatibility 
samples. Typical designs for solvent saturated solids 
use high air change rates and solvent splash guards.

 
Can Flexible film containment systems 
operate at negative pressure for added 
safety?

Solo offer a wide range of designs that are capable 
of operating at Negative pressure. Our project team 
will help select the correct exhaust fan, and filtration 
system for your application.

 
What glove choices are available with 
flexible film containment systems?

A wide range of gloves and sleeves are available from 
chemically impervious materials, cytotoxic grade or  
low cost nitrile.

Understanding OEBs:

Ambient pressure glove bags  
When supplied with P3 Breather filters are usually 
limited to OEB 2 or 3 compounds 

Negative pressure isolators on a support frame 
When used with our H14 HEPA system are graded 
for OEB 4 Compounds 

Negative pressure flex isolators 
With “Push-Push” change double HEPA filter 
exhaust and multiple stage contamination free 
material exit ports are graded for OEB5 comp

Contact Solo for our OEB 3 , 4 and 5 dust 
burden visualization chart.

Call or email us on:

+44(0)1625 344014
sales@solocontainment.com 
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